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Key Findings:

1. Planning Group Participants (include PT& FT faculty, staff, students, stakeholders)
List of names and positions:

2. Contact Person (include e-mail and telephone):
3. Program Information
A. Program Personnel
Identify the number of personnel (administrators, faculty, classified, volunteers, and student
workers) in the program:

FT Faculty:

PT/OL Faculty (FTE):

FT Classified:

PT Classified (FTE):

Volunteers:

Student Workers:
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B. Program mission and goals
State the goals/focus of the program and how the program contributes to the mission and
priorities of the College and District. Address  how  the  program  meets  the  current  year’s  
strategic priorities. (200 word limit is recommended.)
The mission of this program is to train the community college student in the aesthetics, techniques,
production processes and analysis of dance. This program encourages the student to exceed the physical
expression of sequential patterns and movements to the abstraction of that physical movement into an artistic
vehicle that communicates human emotions to the observer. By understanding how shared emotions connect
us to other human beings regardless of gender, economic, social and cultural divides, the student discovers
his/her own emotional world and develops an artistic appreciation and understanding of those emotions and
how they are communicated in art. Students critically observe, react to and evaluate the dances they view,
learn, perform and/or create. Dance students participate in community outreach and cooperative project
management during the production of dance and musical theater performances, and through the Dance
Exchange Project. We are currently applying for grants to add an annual Dance Conference to our program,
which would attract students and community members to our campus and dance program by offering clinics
from professional dance instructors from a culturally diverse selection of movement styles.
Therefore, the program is consistent with the college mission of empowering and transforming a global
community of learners and fulfills the college goal of being a leading academic and cultural center for the
community. Skyline dance students become performers, choreographers, teachers, directors of dance
programs and/or studios, and/or discerning audience members who appreciate and understand other cultures
and dance styles.

4. Program/Service Area Student Learning Outcomes and Program Data
A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for
student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and
discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment
and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April
1st). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool: https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/
Nearly all assessments in all classes met their criteria, however there were some interesting trends. The
classes with the lowest success rates in completing assignments and gaining technical skill all cited
attendance as affecting their student's success on exams and performance execution. In the Tango classes
and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 courses, student success was also impacted by being displaced from their
assigned facilities. These classes are scheduled on the Stage because 3-201 is impacted by Fitness and
Combatives courses. The DANC 400, 410, and 395 courses were also negatively impacted by the lack of
dance technique classes offered during the 2013-2014 year. These technique classes support the physical
skill building and safety necessary for these courses, along with DANC 330 (which prepares students for
DANC 391) and have been scheduled again into regular rotation, beginning with Summer and Fall 2015.
Another improvement has been the increased frequency of cleaning the dance studio floor. It will be
interesting to note whether absenteeism decreases in correlation with students having cleaner facilities in
those classes where floor contact is required.
One barrier to effective assessment in previous years has been small sample sizes. This may become more
important as we move forward with the leveling of courses within TracDat. All courses in the dance
department had both SLO's and Assessment plans in their previous format (no leveling). Since we leveled all
of the courses last year, they all have unique, level-appropriate SLO's, but the assessment plans have not
been transferred into TracDat. With the courses divided up into levels, we may see even more courses with
sample sizes too small to give clear results.
All courses will continue to be assessed every semester when offered. SLO's and assessments track skill
and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test, including assessments of in-class videos, that the
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technical skill demonstration, technical and/or theoretical knowledge, cultural customs, history and basic
applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression within levels
established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level. Performance courses
are evaluated by the student's ability to learn and effectively execute choreography and artistic expression, as

B. Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student
characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.)
Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php
Program performance indicates a consistent pattern of achieving prescribed outcomes in relation to
self-developed criterion. Instructor data regarding skill and knowledge development also note sequential gains
in performance and / or competency.
SLO outcomes and performance outcomes closely track each other when assessed. PRIE data indicates a
retention rate of 85% for Dance courses, above the 84% college wide rate. PRIE data indicates a 76%
success rate for Dance courses in comparison with a 70% college wide rate; a 6% differential. This data
seems to indicate that students stay in and succeed in Dance classes at a greater rate than other courses at
Skyline. We believe this is the case because of student engagement and the participatory nature of the
curriculum. It would be interesting to research if lab rates across all disciplines, which tend to be participatory
in nature, have similar higher rates of success.
The load for the dance program has dropped below 600 to 537, but has been dropping from the highs in 2009
and 2010. These drops were evenly distributed across all genders and ethnicities. One exception was in the
group of students from age 18-22; we seemed to lose more of those students than from other age groups.
This is largely due to the campus-wide drop in load as the economy improves and students return to the
workforce. (Many of these students reported having increased working hours.) Other reasons for the load
decrease are the removal of the majority of HBA hours, drop in enrollment in evening ethnic dance classes,
and increased offerings in production classes. The Production courses (which had decreased the load during
the last APP cycle,) have been gaining a reputation and are slowly increasing their numbers as the dance
department rebuilds. We expect to see these gains reflected in next year’s numbers.
Recruitment via our Dance Exchange Project and the success of our Spring Musicals and shows is positively
affecting recruitment. We will add to this with our proposed Dance Conference, pending grant awards.

C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and
employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)
(200 word limit is recommended.)
It is still unclear how the changes in legislation re:Repeatability/Leveling will affect the program. What is clear
is that the addition of multiple leveled classes has a severe impact on the number of administrative hours
required to assess SLO's, create class materials, grade coursework, enter grades, submit materials to
curriculuum committee and complete effective program reviews.
TracDat has not been updated to reflect these changes, largely due to the uncertainty of their permanence.
They are currently being petitioned against by the State Academic Senate, and many divisions are waiting to
see the final outcome.
Effective Fall 2013, the state will no longer allow a student to repeat a course which they had successfully
completed before. There are a few exceptions to this new regulation, but it will apply to a number of
disciplines including Dance. Prior to this regulation, a student could take any Dance activity course a total of
four times (initially + 3 repeats). This was considered standard practice not only in Dance but in disciplines
such as Music, Art and Theater where courses were skill building in nature. The LAO (Legislative Analysts
Office) estimated that almost 8% of system FTES was being generated through repeats of courses students
already successfully completed. Given the enrollment demand facing many districts and the reduction in funds
from Sacramento, the Board of Governor's passed this new regulation to try and reduce demand.
Prior to the regulation passing, discipline experts through the state wide academic senate were consulted
about potential impacts. During this consultation, skill building disciplines, such as Dance, advocated for some
ability for a student to progress in an activity through skill development. It was not realistic to believe that a
student, wishing to progress, could do so after attempting a class only once. Given this position, the regulation
was changed to allow a student to progress up to four levels or take four different types of courses in areas
that were "related in content." The term "related in content" morphed into a more commonly used term called
a family.
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5. Curricular Offerings
A. Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state
“N/A”.   Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/
Respond to the following:
What new courses (excluding individual Selected Topics [665] topics and Experimental [680/880] courses)
have you added to your program curriculum in the past academic year? List by Department, Course Number
and Course Title.
Note  that  you’ve  added  new  courses  to  the  department’s  three-year calendar of assessment and requested that
they be added to TracDat.
Note  that  you’ve  done  the  following  for  new  courses  on  TracDat:  
o

Uploaded SLOs?

o

Mapped course-level SLOs to PSLOs (including relevant interdisciplinary degrees) and ISLOs?

o

Uploaded assessment method(s) (need not be specific)?

TracDat has not been updated to reflect the new leveled courses, largely due to the uncertainty of their permanence.
They are currently being petitioned against by the State Academic Senate, and many divisions are waiting to see the
final outcome. Course assessment is ongoing nonetheless.
For catalog year 2012-2013, we had all current catalog courses in TracDat. All courses have SLO's and assessment
plans. All courses will have assessment results in place by the end of Spring 2013. All courses have been mapped to
PSLO's and ISLO's.
Since we leveled all of the courses last year, they all have unique, level-appropriate SLO's, but the assessment plans
have not been transferred into TracDat. Due to the still-changing nature of the legislation on course leveling, we are
continuing to assess cross-listed multi-level classes simultaneously, now focusing on a more useful style of
assessment. Rather than the data-heavy approach that we used in the past, we have found it more effective to
analyze success in a narrative format, focusing on the following questions for each course:
1.
What’s working in terms of achieving the stated student learning outcomes for my class.
2.
What’s not working, if anything, in terms of achieving the stated student learning outcomes for my class.
3.
What changes or needs would I like to institute or see fulfilled to better achieve the stated student learning
outcomes for my class.
When/If the time comes to update TradDat, we will need to develop and input assessment plans and results for all of
our courses. All these new courses will also need to be mapped to PSLO's and ISLO's. In other words, it's a huge
workload issue to get everything updated and into TracDat. We are going to need help.
We are currently approved, pending technical updates for two new leveled courses; Tap Dance (DANC 117.1 and
DANC 117.2) and Hip Hop (DANC 151.1 and DANC 151.2). These are highly requested dance technique classes that
will support our productions and should increase the diversity of our course offerings.
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B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings
Respond to the following:
Identify  the  planning  group’s  two-year curriculum cycle of course offerings by certificates
and degrees.
Describe the ideal curriculum cycle.
Discuss any issues.
Currently, the dance program offers an AA in Dance. It is our intention to offer all of the core courses necessary for
that degree within each two-year cycle. Dance technique courses (DANC 110, 130 and 140) are offered either
each semester or every other semester. DANC 330 and DANC 390, the choreography craft courses, are offered
once per year. Dance Production courses are offered each semester.
Currently we lack the faculty hours and space to be able to offer as many technique courses as we would like. With
the current plan, we still do not have a good time to schedule DANC 330, a required core course that should be
offered ideally on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 12:30 and 2pm, catching the ballet students while they are
warmed up, and filling a course that traditionally has lower enrollment by holding it at a popular hour of the day.
Ideally, Ballet, Jazz and Modern would all be offered each semester. We look forward to the additon of our
upcoming Hip Hop course, which should fill easily and bring more males into the program, as well as a Tap course,
which could rotate annually. We would like to officially add the DANC 100 course (the survey of dance history) to
the degree, but are waiting for the creation of the AA-T degree, rather than putting our already approved AA degree
through the review process again. In any case, both will have to be modified to include the new leveling of
courses.
*Please see attached document for the schedule.
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6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan & Review
List any recommendations for the program and your responses to these recommendations based on
previous Annual Program Plan and/or CTE Professional Accreditation report.
Our 2013 Program review delineated plans for increased community involvement and performances, a need for
funding for facilities, and equipment maintenance, and a desire to offer more technique courses, in order to
increase the number of male students in the program, strengthen the technical abilities of our dancers and protect
them from injury. While we are off to an excellent start this semester in terms of community performances and
involvement, we are still keenly aware of the shortages mentioned last year.
Outreach and other efforts are part of the program goal of building community, and this semester, we have added
many activities to increase our involvement with the local community.
As they did last year, the DANC 400 students participated in the 1 Billion Rising Flash Mob on campus, to raise
awareness about violence against women. The DANC 400 students performed for a second time at the Sequoia
High School Cheer & Dance Showcase, and received attention and compliments from the students at our feeder
school, Mercy Burlingame H.S. In April, the dance program will again visited Jefferson High School, Mercy
Burlingame H.S., and the San Mateo Police Activities League Dance Program, in order to perform and teach
dance workshops to the dance students there. The students also performed for multiple large groups of high
school students as they visited the Skyline College campus for orientation days.
Our goals are to give our students experience as teachers and mentors, and also to create connections that will
give future transfer students a landing pad when the arrive at Skyline College. The new Skyline College Outreach
Coordinator, Florentino, has been collaborating with me to schedule more of these Dance Exchange Project
Community Ambassadorship visits. Our new connections have also allowed us to request costume sharing with
the other dance programs. Additionally, we will invite the high school dance programs to each send a dance
piece to present during our annual Spring Dance Concert. This should bring the high school students and their
families on to campus, improve recruitment for the dance program and help to welcome the surrounding
community to our college. This year, we will also be joined by the professional dance company, The DanceWright
Project, and visited for a workshop by the Ziru Dance Company, which does a fusion of Chinese, Martial Arts and
Hip Hop.
All of these successes are leading us towards our second formal dance show since rebuilding, which is currently
shaping up quite well. Some of the hardships we face currently are: Five hours/week of HBA rehearsal times, for
which the faculty supervision is unfunded. Additional hours are often needed to shop for costumes, to create
promotional materials and communicate with the surrounding community to organize off-campus performances
and recruitment activities. On campus, of the 11 hours per week that the class meets, during 6.5 of those hours,
the class is not actually able to use the scheduled rehearsal space, and must shift to alternate rooms. We
currently have no regular, sustained budget for costumes yet, but have been supported by donations from the
student club, the Skyline College Dance Honor Society, which will fundraise for a portion of the costumes, and by
borrowing
from Mercy H.S. Burlingame, which donates the dry-cleaning expenses. We would love to
7. Actioncostumes
Plan
have some identifying uniform when we visit other campuses, and for the planned Skyline College Dance
Conferences in the future. At the least, we need costumes to perform in our formal concerts.

Provide your action plan based on the analysis and reflections provided in the previous sections.
Note:
resource
should betheconnected
plansas a program is through the possible inclusion
Another
way that requests
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expansion to
of action
our diversity
of a study abroad component. Amber Steele is currently discussing with Gary Fleener and Richard Soyombo the
possibility
of a to
program
that focuses on the dances of Brazil. This program could be linked to the DANC 100
Respond
the following:
class, in which we could explore the dances of Brazil with more depth, leading up to a week-long excursion there
Describe
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on the
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over spring
break. data
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we hope
to have
Capoeira
workshop
at course
the proposed
Dance
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including
student
service
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or
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services
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exploring these and other international dance styles, we plan on expanding our cultural dance offerings,
should
technical
education
programs).
Analyze
and
reflect
on
SLO
assessment
results
and
other
measures
of
we get a critical mass of international students with a dance background, and/or a group of students
with a desire
in a specific
area.
Program performance.

Analyze and reflect on other evidence described in previous sections. Identify the next steps,
including any planned changes to curriculum and pedagogy.
Identify questions that will serve as a focus of inquiry for next year.
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Data and assessments indicate that student engagement is a huge factor in student achievement in Dance.
Because most activity classes are skill building (motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged.
We also have noted the need to purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that
we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are actively
participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and technology that allow students to
perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological
benefits of dance.
Amber Steele is in the process of applying for both a PIF and a PDPP grant in order to begin a new annual
event, a Dance Conference. The Skyline College Dance Conference will be a sliding-scale dance conference,
open to members of the community, local high school students and Skyline College students. Our goal is for
the event to increase recruitment for the dance program, provide cross cultural dance experiences for our
community, and create connections between students, schools and dance professionals that will support the
pursuit of education. On a Saturday in the Fall Semester, we will open the campus to the community and offer
dance classes in multiple levels and styles. These courses could include: hip hop, hula b-boying/b-girling,
ballet, jazz, contemporary/modern, tap, vintage & social dance. Vendors would be invited, lunch served, and
the event would end with a showing of the day’s accomplishments and a concert / dance social. Attendees will
learn new dance techniques, gain physical wellness and build lasting connections. This networking will
encourage students to attend Skyline College, and reward the community for continuing to support us as a
cultural center. Should this conference be successful in recruiting and expanding the program, we will be
investigating ways for it to be sustainably integrated into the program.
We still need to create revised assessment plans for our entire leveled curriculum. These updated plans are
necessary so we can access these new courses moving forward. Previous assessment data will be saved.
Finally, we are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted scheduling of our two current teaching
stations (3-102 Fitness Room and 3-201, Dance Studio). These two facilities are scheduled and used in some
cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding weekends). In conjunction with this amount of use, we have increased the
frequency with which the dance studio is being cleaned, and students are responding positively. We must
continue this high level of maintenance in these rooms specifically, and all other spaces (including nearby
bathrooms). By saying that, we advocate for the continued resources to keep surfaces clean, functional and in
good repair in all areas. We also need to be looking at potential ways to increase or facilitate storage.
Currently, we hold some of our classes on the Theater Stage, but there are time conflicts there, also. In order to
fund the theater and the performing arts performances, the Theater must be rented to outside organizations on
a regular basis, as well as being used by campus organizations, often for a week or more at a time.
This semester, for example, the DANC 400 course was offered as a 2 unit, TBA course. We struggled to get
students enrolled because, rather than assuming rehearsals would fit in with any other classes they might have,
they felt more intimidated about the possible time conflicts. Also, due to the aforementioned space issues, the
rehearsals are now being split between all three locations. Rehearsing dance in the mat room, 3-102, poses its
own risks, due to the mats themselves, which are good for reducing shock on the joints during leaps and falls,
but risky for rotational strains during turns.
We need additional space to meet student demand and also as alternative teaching space because of time
conflicts in the theater. Ideally, the spaces would be together in one building. For example, if the fitness center
built a dedicated yoga/pilates room that was adjacent to the dance room (perhaps with a connecting door or
movable wall), then during the afternoon hours when yoga/pilates classes are not scheduled, multiple dance
rehearsals can occur simultaneously. The dance studio currently has been equipped as a black box theater,
but if the yoga room were part of it, the audience could sit in that side, allowing smaller, intimate performances
to take place. Additionally, this arrangement would be ideal to invite master teachers and students to the
campus for a dance conference.
Key questions we would want to research in the next year are:
1. Success and Improvements Possible with the proposed Skyline College Dance Conference
2. Impacts of returning dance technique classes to our regular schedule
3. Impacts of the new leveling system on effective SLO and Program Assessment.
4. Impacts of the newly created leveling system on enrollment by gender, age and demographics and
completion of degree?
5. Research into the possible exemption of Modern and Ballet courses from the new repeatability model.
6. The creation of the new AA-T Dance degree?
7. Evaluate and update as necessary the current Dance Degree Options to include new courses?
8. Considering creation of a Dance Business Certificate?
9. Licensing
ofAnnual
ZumbaProgram
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10. Creation of an annual Anticipated Budget for the following annual expenses:
- Costumes for the Dance Show (currently partially funded by the Dance Honor Society Club & donors)
- Master Classes (visiting artists teaching workshops - some of this will be part of the dance conference)
- PR materials to promote workshops, Dance Exchange Visits and Dance Concerts

8. Resource Identification
A. Professional Development needs
Activities such as those mentioned above are symptomatic of the type of continued Professional Development
required to teach in Dance All our full-time and part-time staff are engaged in some activity to either update
skills, maintain certifications or enhance their pedagogy. Examples of this are staying current on CPR, First Aid,
AED, Yoga, Pilates, Spinning and other types of certification.
The need for Professional Development is constant as Dance is a discipline of change. New information,
improved pedagogical methods and technology are all areas. In the past year, some of the funded projects
included but are not limited to: Amber Steele learned a traditional hula dance style and taught it to her students;
Instructor Kevin Simmers participated in a workshop with the Ballet Trocadero de Monte Carlo, Diana Cushway
continues to studying world dance/music forms and is integrating them into her cardio classes to make these
different movement styles accessible to beginners, as well as recruiting new students, due to the current
popularity of cardio classes such as Zumba. In addition, our faculty regularly attend, teach and/or perform at
Bay Area high schools, professional venues and community centers. Dance faculty attend dance or dance
fitness classes weekly and concerts sporadically during non-instructional times to acquire and maintain different
movement styles, choreography and technique. Instructors attend performances of professional dance
companies in order to keep abreast of current choreographic trends, which must be taught to students in order
to prepare them for professional auditions. It is essential for a dance instructor to maintain good personal
technique, strength and flexibility to prevent injury and challenge students. Therefore, most dancers also
cross-train in other techniques and physical therapies.

B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests
Actions:
List data requests for the Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness.
Explain how the requests will serve the Student/Program/Division/College needs.
We would seek PRIE help on the following data requests:
Success and retention rates comparing social and ethnic dance classes vs. technique classes, and comparing
these differences to the impact of evening vs. daytime offerings?
Impacts of the newly created leveling system on enrollment by gender, age and demographics and completion of
degree?
PEEP evaluation to validate equity in outcomes as part of the SEEED initiative?

C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests
Complete the following table:
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Annual Program Planning Resource Needs
Program _______________ Date__________
Needs

How does this request align
with your assessment of
student outcomes

How does this request
align with your action plan

Estimated cost for
facilities and equipment

Personnel
1. Assistant/ Release Time
2. Faculty Release or Overload at a special rate to create assessment plans for newly leveled courses in TracDat.

3. Visiting Artists: Payment for two or three professional dancers per year to hold dance workshops on our campus. These workshops could be either only

Equipment

Necessary to keep what we have
been teaching by replacing what is
1. Budget for Costuming / Productionold, broken or not technologically
current.
2. Budget for Equipment Replacement / Repair
3. Monitors for the Theater Stage

Equipment is necessary for
safety, as well as creating a
respected and attractive dance
program to increase enrollment.
Equipment is necessary to
measure success / or need for
improvement

Rolling clothing racks: $300
Costume/Production: $1000/yr
Monitors for Theater $2,232.45

4.

Facilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

We need the center due to space
It is necessary to measure
limitations, and student demand.
success / or need for
Additional Dance Space, Center for
Kinesiology
and Human
Last
year, we reported
thatPerformance
improvement
attendance and tardiness in DANC
Additional Dance Space in Remodeled
Building
1 and DANC 400 were
395, DANC
391
both negatively impacted due to the
complications of scheduling facility
space. This is still true.
Additionally, we need space near the
stage to rotate groups of students
DANC 410 while the stage is
unavailable.
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APPENDIX A
VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND GOALS OF SKYLINE COLLEGE
Please check current catalog for most recent goal statements.
Vision Statement
Skyline College inspires a global and diverse community of learners to achieve intellectual, cultural,
social, economic and personal fulfillment.
Mission Statement
To empower and transform a global community of learners.
Values Statement
Education is the foundation of our civilized democratic society.
Thus:
Campus Climate: We value a campus-wide  climate  that  reflects  a  ‘students first philosophy' with
mutual respect between all constituencies and appreciation for diversity. Both instruction and student
services are dedicated to providing every student with an avenue to success.
Open Access: We are committed to the availability of quality educational programs and services for
every member of our community regardless of level of preparation, socio-economic status, cultural,
religious or ethnic background, or disability. We are committed to providing students with open access
to programs and responsive student services that enable them to advance steadily toward their goals.
Student Success: We  value  students’  success  in  achieving  their  goals,  and  strengthening  their  voices  as  
they transform their lives through their educational experience.
Academic Excellence: We value excellence in all aspects of our mission as a comprehensive
community college offering preparation for transfer to a baccalaureate institution, workforce and
economic development through career technical education programs and certificates, Associate of Arts
and Associate of Science degrees, basic skills development, and lifelong learning. We are committed to
academic rigor and quality with relevant, recent, and evolving curriculum and well-equipped programs
that include new and emerging areas of study. We are dedicated to an educational climate that values
creativity, innovation and freedom of intellectual exploration, discovery, thought, and exchange of ideas.
Community Connection: We value a deep engagement with the community we serve and our role as an
academic and cultural center for community including business, industry, labor, non-profits, government
and the arts. We are dedicated to maintaining a college culture and institutional climate that is warm and
welcoming to all.
Shared Governance: We value just, fair, inclusive, and well understood, transparent governance
processes based upon open and honest communication.
Sustainability: We value an institutional culture that represents a strong commitment to environmental
sustainability  and  justice.  We  are  committed  to  the  tenets  of  sustainability  “To  meet  present  needs  
without  compromising  the  ability  of  future  generations  to  meet  their  needs.”
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APPENDIX B

Definition of Terms
WSCH:

Weekly Student Contact Hours are based on the first census week of a Fall term. They do not
include second census week data, but they do include all positive attendance data for the term
(converted to WSCH) including classes which start after the first census

FTE:

The full-time equivalent faculty count is determined by the set of rules provided to each college at
the time the data is requested. Generally, the figures are the decimal fraction of the teaching hours
or units ascribed to the faculty member for teaching work done. Non-teaching time is specifically
excluded so that it does not affect the value of the data. Work done by non-certified-personnel is
not included.

LOAD:

Teaching Load is taken as the ratio of WSCH to FTE

N GRADES:

The total number of grades awarded (A+B+C+D+F+CR+NCR+I+W)

RETENTION: The sum of all non-W grades divided by N grades times 100, expressed as %
SUCCESS:

A+B+C+CR grades divided by N grades times 100, expressed as %
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